Installation Guide
for
Jesse Luggage
Systems
Products
For the
world
ahead......

Designed for those with the
interest in finding the most
durable and functional luggage
for their adventure touring.

Thank you for purchasing Jesse Luggage for your motorcycle. Our Luggage,handcrafted in the USA
is designed for those with an interest in finding the most durable and functional luggage for their
adventure touring.Al Jesse has been designing and building aluminum luggage since 1991. He has
traveled in 42 countries on his own motorcycle and knows what it takes to make a good set of
luggage.Jesse Luggage is built in several unusual features,including friction hinged lids and a lid
packer to hold your items in the lids for extra packing space.The angles provide extra strength as
well as clearance in corners and your heels when paddling in deep sand. Powder coating provides a
durable finished look for your boxes. We hope you enjoy your luggage for years to come.
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hank you for purchasing Jesse Luggage for your motorcycle. Our luggage, handmade in
handmade in the USA, is designed for those with an interest in finding the most durable
durable and functional luggage for their adventure touring. Al Jesse has been designing
designing and building aluminum touring luggage since 1991. He has traveled over 40
over 40 countries on his own motorcycle and knows what it takes to make a good set of
luggage. We have built in several unusual features, including hinged lids that not only
hold stuff while you are unloading but also serve as additional packing space. The angles
provide extra strength as well as clearance in corners and for your heels when paddling in
deep sand. Powdercoating provides a durable finished look for your boxes. We hope
you enjoy your luggage for years to come!

Tools Required

5mm, 6mm allen wrenches, 10mm, 13mm combination wrenches

Parts Included
Purchase of Jesse Luggage includes mounting hardware.

Right and Left main mounts, muffler clamp, muffler holder
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All bolts, washers and nuts are shrink wrapped to mounting brackets for your ease in
installing the mounts. Remove hardware as needed.

Important: Recommended to use Loc-Tite® #242 (Blue-nonpermanent) on all
bolts when installing mounts.

What NOT To Do!
Do NOT tighten any of the bolts while doing initial installation. When everything is loosely
bolted together THEN tighten AND remember to use that Loc-Tite.
From here it is a good idea to review what is shown in this installation guide. Look at the images
to get a feel for what you will be doing.
While following these instructions, please remember not to tighten any bolts. Hand tighten
only until all mounts are installed.

Step 1. Removing stuff
Remove upper muffler mount on right side, and loosen lower muffler clamp. Remove muffler
and set aside.
Remove seat. Underneath the seat, remove the four 8mm bolts into subframe. Set these aside,
these will be replaced with hardware that is included in your mounting system.

Step 2. Installing stuff
1
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Photo 1

1.

Reinstall original muffler bolt with muffler holder as shown above. 2. Install 6 x
30mm bolt into subframe with washers as needed.
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Jesse muffler extension

Photo 2

1.

Insert Jesse muffler extension into stock exhaust. Reinstall muffler and attach
to muffler holder as shown in Photo 1 using 8x30mm bolt provided. Tighten
muffler clamp and all muffler bolts.

Photo 3

1.

Using bolts provided, attach right main mount using the four mounting points
identified in Photo 3.
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Photo 4
2.

Repeat on left side.

NOW you can tighten all bolts.

Step 3. Attach Luggage
Slide bottom Teflon on box onto lower part of Main Mount. Pivot box into position. Attach
with upper crank assembly.

Step 4. Pack and Go!
Thank You for your purchase. If you have any questions on installation, you may direct them to
Xplorermoto at info@xplorermoto.com or to
Jesse Luggage Systems at info@jesseluggage.com
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Install delrin plate with glue strips to box. Install crank thru pressure
plate and screw on back block.
Install bottom 7" delrin with stiffener plate inside of box. The 2 end
screws are installed backwards from the 4 that hold the main delrin in
place. Install boxes on the mounts and firm up crank first.
Grab bags and make parallel , push spacer plate up and delron down
on lower mount. Tighten all bolts and go for a long ride!

